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M.G. Meshcheryakov 

• World-renowned scientist, Professor,

• Corresponding Member of the USSR Academy of

Sciences,

• Laureate of USSR State Prizes,

• Founder of the town of Dubna,

• Head of works on the creation of the largest proton

accelerator (a six-meter synchrocyclotron with an energy

of 680 MeV) in 1947-1949,

• First director of a research center in the future Dubna – a

secret “Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory”, later renamed

into the Institute for Nuclear Problems of the USSR

Academy of Sciences (until 1956), which became the

basis of an international research center – the Joint

Institute for Nuclear Research,

• Founder and first director of the Laboratory of Computing

Techniques and Automation of the Joint Institute for

Nuclear Research (now the Laboratory of Information

Technologies).



1966 – 1988 M.G. Meshcheryakov – organizer and director of the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation of JINR (now the Laboratory of Information Technologies)

“On 12 April 1966, N.N. Bogoliubov suggested that I start

organizing a special Laboratory of Computing Techniques

and Automation in our Institute, I was internally ready for

this: back in 1946, in New York I was lucky enough to listen

to lectures by Norbert Wiener himself, who proclaimed the

creation of a new science, i.e. cybernetics, and in the early

50s, already here, I had to start equipping the Institute for

Nuclear Problems with the first computers of the “Ural-1”

type. Nevertheless, I did not immediately agree to take up

this, but asked to wait 3-4 days for an answer. During this

time, I secured support from the Directorate of our State

Committee (A.M. Petrosyants) and then from the decision-

making body, – support from the financing and construction

of a laboratory at a modern level. After all this, I gave a

positive answer to N.N. Bogoliubov. I have always followed

the Ukrainian proverb “Look before you leap”.

М.Г. M.G. Meshcheryakov “From Memories” // 

Dubna: Science. Community. Progress. 1990. No.36



Newspaper "For Communism". 11 June 1966 No.46

Georgy Ivanovich Zabiyakin, Ph.D. in Technical 

Sciences, and Nikolay Nikolaevich Govorun, 

Ph.D. in Physics and Mathematics, became 

Meshcheryakov’s deputies for scientific work.

In 1966, the Laboratory numbered 421 people.



1968 – BESM-6 at JINR. Creation of a translator from the FORTRAN language, the monitoring system

“Dubna”, which were distributed on all BESM-6 machines in the USSR and abroad (the GDR, India), creation

of the operating system “Dubna” on BESM-6. Equipping the computing center with machines М-6000, Minsk-2,

BESM-4, ТРА, СDС-1604А.



1972 – The Central Computing Complex was supplemented with a СDС-6200 computing machine
(later upgraded to dual-processor СDС-6500, equipped with remote terminals in 1976). The
performance of the complex amounted to 3 million operations per second. CDC-6500 was
decommissioned in 1995.



Construction of a new LCTA building

1971 – 1977 



1976 – Introduction to the mode of 
mass measurements of film 

information of the НРD scanning 
machine on the line with CDC-1604

1978 – Mass processing of 
information started on AELT-2/160



1980 – Start of mass measurements of RISK spectrometer images using
the “Spiral Meter” scanning system on the line with PDP-8



1981 – Introduction of computers of a single series - EС-1060, EС-1061. 
Connection of terminal devices to all JINR basic computers

(Intercom and TERM subsystem).
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1985 – The JINET (Joint Institute NETwork) institute-wide terminal network, the software of which 

was fully developed at LCTA, was put into operation.

1987 – The JINR JINET network became a subscriber of the international computer network.



In his multi-faceted scientific and organizational 

activities as Director of the LVTA, Mikhail Grigoryevich

paid primary attention to the formation and development 

of new promising areas of computational physics, 

mathematics, and computer science.

He vigorously supported the creation of 

new methods for solving nonlinear 

problems in mathematical physics and 

analytic calculations on computers. This 

allowed the Joint Institute for Nuclear 

Research to become one of the leaders 

among the world's leading scientific 

centers in these areas.



1972 – 1994

• Chairman of the Specialized Council at LCTA JINR (for the defense of 
dissertations for the degree of Doctor of Science)

1988 – 1994

• Honorary Director of LCTA JINR

New technical means developed at LCTA significantly expanded the

possibilities of experimental and theoretical research at JINR. They

made it possible to carry out experiments with computers, to automate

the processing of images from track cameras, to conduct research

related to the numerical solution of complex equations of physics of

atomic nuclei, plasma and condensed matter, to the modeling of

nonlinear phenomena in unstable systems, etc.



LIT today: in numbers 

Staff:327

Scientist:100

Doctor of science 26

Candidate of science 62

Campus network 2x100Gbps

Multysite network 4x100Gbps

Telecommunication  channel 3x100Gbps

Grid Tier1 and Tier2 for global data processing

JINR Cloud computing

JINR Member States Cloud environment

Govorun supercomputer



To perpetuate the memory of the Laboratory’s founder, a scholarship of
M.G. Meshcheryakov was established. The scholarship is awarded to
young LIT employees who work in the field of mathematical support of
experimental and theoretical physics,

with the aim of stimulating scientific

and scientific-methodological work.



The LIT Directorate and its staff apply to the members of the Scientific

Council with a request to name the Laboratory of Information

Technologies after M.G. Meshcheryakov.


